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Introduction

GLN Architecture

Key Properties

● Gated Linear Networks (GLNs) are a general purpose family of neural
networks, with an interesting and distinct take on credit assignment.

Fast, online learners
Robust to forgetting
Universal
Parameters adapted via
convex optimisation
● Can think of each neuron
acting as a kind of
distributional “boosting”
mechanism
● The loss functions are
convex for exponential
family PDFs.
● Targets and input are
broadcast to each
neuron, each neuron has
own loss function.
●
●
●
●

● Many possible practical uses, such as regression [1], contextual bandits
[3], multiclass classification [4], transfer learning and non-stationary
time series modelling [2]., density estimation [5] and data compression.

●

Associated to each neuron is a
fixed, deterministic context function
which given an input selects a
weight vector to use

●

Log loss w.r.t. local weights is
convex => can use OGD for
optimisation.

●

Input/output non-linearities cancel.

Gating + Local Learning => Universality

Linear Interpretability

Inductive Bias and Results

Resilience to Catastrophic Forgetting
●

Can get a sense of model
capacity by comparing ability to
fit randomly shuffled or noisy
labels.

●

●

●

Inputs close in terms of cosine similarity will map to similar products of weight matrices!

●

Single pass classification performance
of GLNs matches general purpose batch
techniques like SVMs, XGBoost, Deep
Relu Networks on UCI datasets.

GLNs compare favourably with
Deep ReLU networks.

●

98% accuracy with a single online pass
over MNIST

(Open Question) Can we
characterize this formally?

●

Matches SOTA NATs-per-image for
autoregressive MNIST density modelling
using just 1 pass!

Algorithm and Code
Of course, the best way to build understanding and intuition is to see them in action:

github.com/deepmind/deepmind-research/tree/master/gated_linear_networks
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● Interpretable
● Distributional
● Compositional

Additional GLN Resouces
●
●
●
●
●
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